EVERY GUEST EXPERIENCE PERFECTED

TRANSFORMING HOSPITALITY WITH VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS
MULTIPLE CHALLENGES.
ONE SEAMLESS SOLUTION.

IT’S NOT EASY BEING A TOP-RATED HOTEL, RESORT OR VENUE IN TODAY’S DEMANDING LEISURE INDUSTRY. ONLY THE MOST EFFICIENT, WELCOMING ESTABLISHMENTS CAN EXPECT THE FIVE STAR REVIEWS THAT ARE SO VITAL FOR NEW AND REPEAT BUSINESS.

Receptionists have to be calm and helpful, ready to satisfy every customer request. Security teams need to respond in a moment to threats and incidents. Management has to see the big picture and coordinate resources to deliver outstanding guest experiences, day and night. With more people considering private accommodation as a viable alternative, embracing new technology while retaining the personal touch is crucial.

But how do you do that? How do you streamline your operations and connect all your people together, no matter where they work, what they do or which device they use? The secret is to provide them with unified voice and data communications. One seamless and reliable solution that instantly connects the people you want, when you want them. With real-time information and communication, staff respond faster and make better decisions. Guest requests are quickly satisfied. Security threats rapidly defused. Your ratings soar and business thrives.

SCENARIO: RUSH HOUR RESTAURANTS, TEAM FOCUSED

When your Maitre d’ wants to communicate with waiters and sommeliers across the resort, can he do so without bothering housekeeping and security?

The answer is yes when using Motorola radios. With a large corporate function in the main restaurant, a wedding party around the pool, diners in the bistro and room service, the Maitre d’ has to be in constant touch with his team. He coordinates catering with head waiters, who then communicate with catering staff to ensure service runs smoothly. Radios allow immediate, reliable, cost effective communications between personnel without involving other teams such as housekeeping and security.
“THE BASICS OF HOSPITALITY HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED TO MAKE ROOM FOR INNOVATION, BUT THE BEST INNOVATION COMES FROM THE INSIDE OUT. CREATIVITY HAPPENS WHEN OUR EMPLOYEES ARE EMPOWERED AND THEY ARE NOT FEELING ANY FEAR.”

NIKI LEONDAKIS, CEO
TWO ROADS HOSPITALITY
EVERYONE CONNECTED, HOSPITALITY REDEFINED

From the reception desk to the car park, from the restaurant to the penthouse suite, from the health club to the boiler room, Motorola Solutions connects all your staff and gets them communicating instantly as one team. A versatile range from basic radios to high productivity devices ready to take advantage of the added capabilities of applications, unlocks the power of communication. No boundaries. No confusion. No delays.

Real-time information flows seamlessly through your hotel or resort so everyone can respond and react. With secure, reliable voice and data communications, staff have the knowledge they need to work more efficiently, while you have the awareness you need to keep them safe.

RADIOS FOR EVERY WORKER

People work in different ways and need different devices. Engineers on the maintenance team will require a rugged radio with enhanced coverage that allows them to work in remote or signal blackspot locations, whereas bar staff may just need a simple voice only radio. Motorola Solutions offers devices suitable for every worker and budget – from MOTOTRBO™ productivity tools equipped with full voice and data functionality to ready-to-use devices.

MOTOTRBO radios deliver enhanced coverage to keep everyone connected, wherever they work, Intelligent Audio with advanced noise cancelling so staff can communicate effectively even in busy areas, long battery life for extended shifts plus the latest wireless connectivity utilising Bluetooth 4.0. They also sport a variety of designs from the rugged and waterproof for those working outside to the light and discreet favoured by customer-facing staff.

A world leader in the development of communication technology for the hospitality industry, Motorola Solutions makes an ideal partner. Decades of expertise in radio design combined with unrivalled experience in productivity applications allows us to develop a solution that precisely meets your needs. No matter how small or large a facility, we’ll get your teams talking as one.

SCENARIO: SPILLAGE IN RECEPTION

When a large spillage occurs in reception, can you contain the area before someone slips and injures themselves?

If your teams are connected with unified voice and data communications, danger is quickly averted. Receptionists raise an alert with housekeeping while ushering guests away from the spill and cordoning off the area. A cleaning team is identified using a location app and directed to reception, their job priorities rescheduled using Work Ticket Management. Checkout continues at a safe distance as the clean up team go to work. Customers suffer minimal delay and as the rapid response has prevented accidents, you don’t have to worry about compensation claims. Later, a guest praises your hotel on social media.
Enhancing the radio are a variety of applications designed to simplify communications, streamline workflows and improve safety. These applications can be integrated within the Motorola Solutions ecosystem, allowing staff to focus less on their communication system and more on the job at hand. Popular applications for hospitality include:

**Personnel Safety**
- Increases the safety and accountability of staff with features such as Man Down and Lone Worker

**Email and Text**
- Enhances productivity and streamlines workflows by connecting your radio network with your text and email system

**Location**
- Tracks vehicles and staff indoors and outdoors for improved safety, security and accountability

**Work Ticket Management**
- Improves efficiency and accountability across your site using text-based issue management software
HOSPITALITY IS A BOOMING MENA BUSINESS

348 MILLION
PEOPLE VISITED THE ASIA PACIFIC IN 2018
WTO, 2019

179 MILLION
TRAVEL AND TOURISM WORKERS EMPLOYED IN THE ASIA PACIFIC
WTTC, 2019
SCENARIO: THIRTY MINUTES TO GO, AV SYSTEM DOWN

When your AV projection system fails thirty minutes before a large conference is to begin, are you ready to react?

With unified voice and data communications, the response is immediate. Your Conference Manager contacts maintenance, utilising the any-network, any-device interoperability of Team Communications. Location apps quickly track down the nearest technician, who is reassigned to the conference suite with the Work Ticket Management app. The Conference Manager contacts hospitality to keep guests fed and watered while the repair is being made. Everything happens smoothly behind the scenes. Crisis defused.

SOLUTIONS BRIEF | HOSPITALITY
WORK AS A TEAM, COMMUNICATE AS ONE

STAY IN TOUCH
ENHANCED RADIO COVERAGE CONNECTS WORKERS ACROSS YOUR HOTEL

COMMUNICATE CLEARLY
INTELLIGENT AUDIO KEEPS TEAMS TALKING EVEN IN NOISY ENVIRONMENTS

KEEP SAFE
MAN DOWN AND LOCATION TRACKING ALLOW YOU TO REACT TO STAFF ACCIDENTS WHEN THEY CAN’T RESPOND

GO FURTHER
LONG BATTERY LIFE EXTENDS SHIFTS AND BOOSTS EFFICIENCY

CONNECT EVERYONE
TEAM COMMUNICATIONS WITH WAVE™ WORK GROUP COMMUNICATIONS CONNECTS ANY DEVICE, ANY NETWORK, ANY APPLICATION
UNIFY COMMUNICATIONS, EXCHANGE INFORMATION

RECEPTION

- Respond efficiently to guest requests by connecting radios with email and text
- Use advanced Work Ticket Management solutions to streamline the flow of information between the reception desk and other departments

SECURITY

- Track staff across the facility with location applications
- Protect personnel in isolated areas with safety features such as Man Down

HOUSEKEEPING

- Monitor cleaning staff working alone with personnel safety features such as Lone Worker
- Change priorities and respond faster to guest requests using Work Ticket Management

RESTAURANT

- Quickly replenish stocks and communicate requests using voice-only devices
- Check whether there are any tables free in the upstairs area
**LEISURE**

- Stay in touch around pool areas with **Waterproof** devices
- Hear and be heard clearly in busy health clubs and pool complexes with Advanced **Noise Cancelling**

**MAINTENANCE**

- See where engineers are working instantly with **Location** applications
- Track progress and optimise efficiency between teams using **Work Ticket Management**
- Monitor staff working in isolated areas with **Personnel Safety** features such as lone worker and man down

**MANAGEMENT**

- See the big picture – features such as **Email and Text**, **System Monitoring**, **Call Logging** and **Location** allow you to monitor resources and optimise performance
- Tune up your business – maximise guest satisfaction, enhance productivity, control costs and build a system that can evolve with your ever-changing needs
For more information, please visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/hospitality

For sales inquiries, please contact us or email apmcc.enquiry@motorolasolutions.com.
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